Spy Pigs
By Christopher, Milwaukee

Once there were three pigs they were all spies. One of the pigs went to their secret lair. The other two were waiting for the first pig. While they were waiting then suddenly a wolf came he was tall and had big teeth. The wolf kidnapped two of the pigs. Two pigs got captured in the wolf’s lair.

The first pig noticed they were gone so he tracked the two pigs and they were in a lair that was connected to a café shop. When he found the two pigs he fought the wolf it was not that easy once he fought the wolf then the pig saved his brothers and called animal control to take the wolf.

Before they took the wolf to animal control the wolf called backup and the pigs had to fight the army of wolves. The pigs brought their gadgets to take the army of wolves down. Peppa pigs came to help the three pigs. The pigs and peppa pig went to fight the army the wolves.